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My mother taught me how to fly before she got her wings. Black women know the sun too well.
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 “do i need to tell you i am my mother’s child for you to know only one of us can survive?” 
the black of my skin and the woman i wear are feathers of a short flight my mother did not 
come back from. i am still in flight. i do not know when i will meet the sun. i do not know if 
i am myth. or eulogy. or legend. i do not know whether a black woman’s death is a burning 
book, or papyrus waiting for a press. but i do know that it is always fable. or scripture. 
sometimes tall tale. sometimes a black woman dies and that is the only lesson to be 
passed down. all i ever was good for was mourning. i’ve witnessed too many fables come 
true. Icarus type eulogies. black boys too dark to not have died the way they did. or do. 
black boys so fly, their wings can’t handle the ambition. parts of me have died with them. 
when black boy falls into the ocean, i am seasick. my neck still signed from the proximity 
of his downfall. and it is then, when i look into the ocean’s reflection, that my own 
drowning is foreshadowed. a prerequisite to tragedy. an ending unfinished. there are no 
narratives on the type of death a black woman dies. no one wishes to write that story. or 
maybe they can’t. (they tried that with Sandra and forgot the footnotes). a black woman 
falls to her death, and it is merely a suicide. a history led astray. no ripple in the ocean. no 
rain. no buoyancy as evidence. my will to live was supposed to kill me a long time ago (or 
maybe there’s still time for that). i fly too close to the sun at all times. it is the only thing 
not angry at my skin. the way my mom tried to keep me alive, almost killed me but 
worked. she did not give me wings like Icarus’ father. she taught me how to pluck feathers 
and swim. she did not warn me against flying too close to the sun. she said that’s what i 
was supposed to do. that’s how you keep from being buried. that’s how you learn to be a 
phoenix. and that’s a dangerous type of ambition; to reject water from filling your lungs 
(they will say you were never parched). to be made up of too much fire (they will torch 
you). too much oxygen. (they will say it was your fault). you’d think survival would make 
you a legend, something worthy of not dying. my mom spent her whole life surviving, and 
drowned anyway. died a death unpronounceable. not by sun or water but of too much of 
not enough. everything about her breath was approximate. which made me a body 
rounded up. lucky enough to not be who i am supposed to become, but still spilling more 
than i have. i am 21 today. my mother had me at the same age. my mom is already dead, 
but i am back in her womb. ebony daughters are often already born part suns and at 21, i 
return to my mother’s ocean. i am sizzling and wet. steam. rising and rising. i will meet the 
sun, unseen and unphased. but they will need me again for the rain.
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